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Abstract: The highly fragmented blockchain and cryptocurrency ecosystem necessitates interoperabil-
ity mechanisms as a requirement for blockchain-technology acceptance. The immediate implication
of interchain interoperability is automatic swapping between cryptocurrencies. We performed a
systematic review of the existing literature on Blockchain interoperability and atomic cross-chain
transactions. We investigated different blockchain interoperability approaches, including industrial
solutions, categorized them and identified the key mechanisms used, and list several example projects
for each category. We focused on the atomic transactions between blockchain, a process also known as
atomic swap. Furthermore, we studied recent implementations along with architectural approaches
for atomic swap and deduced research issues and challenges in cross-chain interoperability and
atomic swap. Atomic swap can instantly transfer tokens and significantly reduce the associated
costs without using any centralized authority, and thus facilitates the development of a sustainable
payment system for wider financial inclusion.

Keywords: blockchain; interoperability; atomic; swap; P2P; cryptocurrency; exchange

1. Introduction

The idea of a chain of blocks called Blockchain was put forward by Satoshi Nakamoto
in 2008 [1]. Nakamoto implemented the concept in a peer-to-peer decentralized cryptocur-
rency called Bitcoin. Blockchain is an immutable, append-only decentralized distributed
ledger system that addresses the byzantine fault tolerance problem in centralized ledger
systems. The development of Blockchain technology can be divided into four stages [2].
Blockchain 1.0 has cryptocurrency application, Blockchain 2.0 provides smart contracts
whereas Blockchain 3.0 develops distributed applications (dapps) that cater to several
fields beyond financial applications or asset transfers. Blockchain 4.0 includes industry
4.0 applications. The common use case of blockchain 1.0 is the electronic payment system
or cryptocurrency. Different terminologies that refer to Blockchain 2.0 include Bitcoin 2.0,
Bitcoin 2.0 protocols, smart contracts, smart property, etc. Ethereum Smart contracts [3], Hy-
perledger Fabric [4], and R3’s Corda [5] are examples of Blockchain 2.0. Common-use cases
of Blockchain 3.0 include dapps for sectors such as governance, IoT, healthcare, supply
chain, smart city, and many other non-financial applications. Blockchain 4.0 is focused
on distributed ledger technology and real-life blockchain applications for industry 4.0
applications. Blockchain is currently used in several industries, in financial instruments,
maintaining public/private records, health records, tangible assets, or intangible assets [6].
Figure 1 represents the evolution of blockchain.
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Figure 1. Evolution of Blockchain.

Due to the wide array of applications of distributed ledger technologies, different
organizations have developed their version of Blockchain systems, catering to their need.
This led to the in-house development of different blockchain projects using different pro-
tocols and architectures. These projects use different technologies, consensus protocols
catering to specific use cases or applications. Such a large number of projects have made the
development highly fragmented with very little or no interoperability between different
blockchain projects. For the wide acceptance of these blockchain-based applications, they
need to communicate with other blockchain applications, that are hosted on different
blockchain networks. This will create a new system of communication between different
isolated blockchain networks, thereby laying a foundation for the concept of interoperability
between blockchain networks [7].

Blockchain Interoperability is defined according to the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) as: “a composition of distinguishable blockchain systems, each
representing a unique distributed data ledger, where atomic transaction execution may span
multiple heterogeneous blockchain systems, and where data recorded in one blockchain are
reachable, verifiable, and referable by another possibly foreign transaction in a semantically
compatible manner [8]”.

Currently, there is no standard way that different blockchain systems talk with each
other and the Internet. The initial solution to blockchain interoperability is provided by
Oracles. A blockchain oracle is any device or entity that connects a deterministic blockchain
with off-chain data. Oracles provide an interface between smart contracts that live on
the blockchain and any external data they need access to. Examples of blockchain oracle
projects are Chainlink [9] and Augur [10]. Oracles have several problems:

1. Blockchains themselves cannot access off-chain data and vice versa.
2. Using centralized oracles nullifies the advantages of decentralization.
3. Security risks are associated with Oracles.

Blockchain interoperable protocols can be categorized into cross-chain and cross-
blockchain protocols. Cross-chain protocols provide communication between homogenous
blockchains, whereas cross-blockchain interoperability protocols facilitate communication
between heterogeneous blockchains. An example of a cross-chain protocol is communi-
cation between Polygon and Avalanche. An example of a cross-blockchain protocol is
communication between Bitcoin and Ethereum. The cross-blockchain protocol design is dif-
ficult as both the source and target of blockchain systems may differ in the hashing scheme,
consensus algorithm, block size, execution environment, and network design. It is not
impossible, but it is difficult, to identify and verify data recorded in one chain from another
chain just by examining the information exchanged between them. Cross Blockchain token
transfer involves several challenges such as [11] (i) how to issue tokens on the blockchains,
ways to disable tokens when they are leaving the blockchain, (ii) rebalancing of tokens
across blockchain to maintain liquidity, (iii) which blockchain features are required for cross
chain transfer and (iv) which blockchain is suitable for cross-blockchain transfer (v) realiza-
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tion of cross-chain transfer despite lack of Turing-complete smart contracts. Crypto tokens,
the most common application of blockchain technology, are a type of cryptocurrency that
represents a digital asset that is stored in a blockchain.

The first and most popular use of blockchain is a cryptocurrency such as bitcoin.
Following the success of bitcoin, many alternative cryptocurrency projects have been de-
veloped, each with its cryptocurrency. Besides, more and more companies have launched
initial coin offerings to fund their businesses. It is quite likely that the number of cryp-
tocurrencies in circulation will only increase in subsequent years. Such a large number of
circulated cryptocurrencies will make mechanisms for interexchange essential requirements
for the future. Therefore, it becomes necessary to develop interoperability solutions that
will aid interoperability between cryptocurrencies. One of the solutions that is widely used
in the exchange of cryptocurrency is the trusted exchange scheme Coinbase [12]. This has
disadvantages such as 1. trusted exchange can become compromised due to hacking, 2. pri-
vacy issues, and 3. loss of funds if the exchange is compromised. Most recently, in 2021,
Bilaxy crypto exchange lost nearly $21 M after its hot wallet was hacked [13]. The num-
ber of cryptocurrencies worldwide has increased from 66 in 2013 to more than 7500 in
2021 [14]. The immediate implication of blockchain interoperability will be the quick and
automatic exchange of cryptocurrencies between parties or groups, called atomic swaps.
The advantages of such atomic swaps are peer-to-peer transfer, a low cost of exchange,
decentralization, and increased security compared to exchanges. The major disadvantages
include complexity and privacy issues.

Atomic swaps can be performed on-chain or off-chain. Decred is the first cryptocur-
rency that began supporting on-chain atomic swap between Decred, Bitcoin, and Litecoin in
September 2017 [15,16]. Off-chain atomic swap is performed by opening a payment channel
between both parties. The first such off-chain atomic swap using the lightning network
occurred between Bitcoin and Litecoin in November 2017 [17]. Recently, atomic swap
has become the most important functionality among crypto players [18,19]. Most crypto
wallets, including Liquality [20], support atomic-swap functionality. Generalized atomic
swapping protocol development for P2P crypto exchange is an area that has a lot of research
potential. Designing a blockchain interoperability mechanism involves understanding the
underlying system architecture, operations, interoperability principles, and best practices.
In this survey, we reviewed blockchain interoperability solutions, including interoperability
between cryptocurrencies with a focus on cross-chain atomic swap protocols.

The contributions of the paper are:

• Providing an overview of existing blockchain interoperability solutions and their classification,
• Survey of cross-chain atomic swap protocols and interoperable application design architecture
• Considering challenges and design issues for interchain technologies

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief review of
existing blockchain interoperability solutions, Section 3 is a comprehensive survey on cross-
chain atomic swaps, protocols, and architectures, Section 4 discusses issues, challenges,
opportunities, and concluding remarks.

2. Technologies for Blockchain Interoperability

A comprehensive literature survey on blockchain interoperability is provided by
Belchior et al. [21]. The authors broadly categorized blockchain interoperability solu-
tions into the following three categories: Cryptocurrency-directed Approaches, Blockchain
Engines, and Blockchain Connectors. The three broad categories are divided into subcat-
egories. Authors in [22] categorized inter-blockchain communications into four distinct
groups, as follows: sidechains, blockchain routers, smart contracts, and industrial solutions.
Robinson [23] organized cross-chain solutions into three categories value, namely, swap,
cross-chain messaging, and state pinning techniques. Wang [24] discussed the current
state of blockchain interoperability and broadly categorized blockchain interoperability
solutions as chain-based, bridge-based, and dapp-based interoperability. In this section, we
discuss the underlying technologies for cross-blockchain transactions. We categorize them
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into notary schemes, sidechain-based solutions, Blockchain routers, Hashed time locks,
and Industrial solutions. Many projects implement a combination of mentioned blockchain
interoperability technologies. Figure 2 shows the blockchain interoperability solution types
and example projects. We classify cross-chain transactions as a special application and
included them in the subsequent section.
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2.1. Sidechains

The sidechain has three important components, including the mainchain, sidechain,
and cross-chain communication protocol. A sidechain is a mechanism in which two exist-
ing blockchains interoperate [25]. One blockchain is called the mainchain and the other is
called the sidechain. The mainchain maintains a ledger of assets and is connected to the
sidechain with a cross-chain communication protocol. Sidechains act as a two-way peg,
with a mechanism to transfer assets between the mainchain and sidechain [26]. Figure 3
shows the side chain connected with the mainchain. BTC Relay [27] is the first project that
introduced the concept of relay and sidechain. BTC relay uses a technique called simpli-
fied payment verification (SPV). Many lightweight clients use SPV to cryptographically
verify if transactions in a blockchain are included without downloading the entire chain.
A chain of block headers showing proof of work is held by an SPV client. Merkle tree
validation can be achieved with a limited number of inputs and calculations until the root
hash. Example projects that use the sidechain technology are Loom [28], Elements [29],
Liquid [30], Mimblewimble [31], Poa network [32] and RSK [33].
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2.2. Notary Schemes

In this scheme, transactions are dependent on a third-party notary. The trust deficit
between both the parties of the transaction is managed by a trusted exchange called a
notary. Both the parties trust the exchange. The notary can be a centralized exchange or
can be a network of exchanges. The operation of notary schemes is solely dependent on
the honesty of the notary. However, notary schemes are simple and easy to implement.
Another drawback of the scheme is that the presence of a centralized element though
a group of notaries decentralizes the scheme. Currently available notary schemes are
centralized cryptocurrency exchanges such as Binance [34], Coinbase [12], Bilaxy [35],
BitForex [36], WazirX [37], Zebpay [38], CoinDcx [39], Coinswitch [40].

2.3. Blockchain Routers

The concept of blockchain routers was first introduced by Wang et al. [41] in 2017.
Blockchain routers facilitate inter-blockchain communication between different blockchain
networks. The design of blockchain routers is inspired by the role of routers over the
Internet. In blockchain router network architecture, the different blockchain networks
such as bitcoin, Ethereum, etc., are regarded as terminal parts called sub-chains in the
routing network. Sub-chains cannot directly communication with each other, and they
can only communicate with a blockchain router. Inter sub-chain communication is made
possible through the blockchain router following a cross-chain communication protocol.
A blockchain maintains all information registered on sub-chains. The blockchain router
enables inter sub-chain communication and establishes trust bridge cross-chains. The authors
introduced four distinct participants in blockchain router architecture as a validator, con-
nector, surveillant, and nominator. The blockchain router uses a practical byzantine fault
tolerance algorithm. Blockchain routers can implement different algorithms based on
business logic and user requirements. The Anlink blockchain network [42] uses Ann-router
to provide interoperability across blockchains.

2.4. Industrial Solutions

Industrial solutions are blockchain systems that are developed to cater to specific
utilities. A few prominent industrial projects include COSMOS [43], Polkadot [44] and
Interledger [45]. COSMOS consists of a network of independent blockchains called zones.
Zones use a tendermint consensus protocol. The first zone in a COSMOS network is called
a hub. Hub and zones communicate by an inter-blockchain protocol. Interzone token
transfer undergoes the COSMOS hub. The COSMOS hub monitors the total amount of
tokens held by each zone. Cosmos allows developers to build both permissionless and
permissioned blockchains. Polkadot is a heterogeneous multi-chain translation architecture.
It enables customized sidechains to connect with a public blockchain. Different blockchains
can exchange messages in a secure and trustless manner with Polkadot. Polkadot defines
three types of blockchain classes as Parachains, Relay chains, and bridges. The token used
in Polkadot is called a dot. Polkadot implements nominated proof-of-stake consensus
protocol. Ark [46] creates an ecosystem allowing interoperability by using ARK smart
bridge technology. ARK smart bridges make connections between standalone blockchains.
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Other examples of major industrial blockchain interoperability solutions are Blocknet [47]
and Aion [48].

2.5. Hashed Time Locks

In a two-party transaction, the parties publish a contract in which they take ownership
of the asset of the other party. This hashed timelock contract [49] stores a pair (h, t) and
guarantees that if the contract receives the corresponding secret s, h = H(s), before time t
has passed, the contract is activated, transferring ownership of the asset to the counterparty
irreversibly. The asset is returned to the original owner if the contract does not obtain
the matching secret before time t has passed. Hash locking is also useful for cross-chain
atomic swaps, and HTLC is used to facilitate transactions routable through several payment
channels. The amount of time within which either party must redeem assets is not fixed
and varies between chains. The approach is potentially atomic, and sufficient time should
be set aside for the second party to redeem funds after the owner or first-party has taken
action. Otherwise, the first party will refuse to reveal s, and all funds will be returned.
The Lightning Network [50] uses the hashed timelock, allowing the transaction to be
performed off-chain. Table 1 shows blockchain interoperability projects and their features.

Table 1. Blockchain interoperability projects and their features.

Type Blockchain
Interoperability Project Consensus Algorithm Summary

Sidechain

BTC Relay Proof of Work

First functional sidechain project
Allows Ethereum contracts to securely verify

Bitcoin transactions without
any intermediaries

Uses simplified payment verification (SPV)
Mainchain is Bitcoin

Mimblewimble Proof of Work (Cuckoo Cycle)

Provides increased privacy and
higher scalability

Does not support scripts
Mainchain is Bitcoin

Poa network Proof of Authority

Public sidechain of Ethereum
Mainchain is Ethereum

Rely on preselected validators
Improves scalability

RSK Proof of Work

Enable execution of smart contracts
Faster transactions and better scalability

Mainchain is Bitcoin
Bitcoins transferred to RSK become “Smart

Bitcoins” (RBTC)

Blockchain Router Anlink Delegated Stake-Practical
Byzantine Fault Tolerance

Ann-router provides connection,
communication, and trust between chains
Ann-Router can analyze communication

data package
Can send messages to sub-chain through Cross
Blockchain Communication Protocol according
to the Routing table dynamically maintained

by itself
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Table 1. Cont.

Type Blockchain
Interoperability Project Consensus Algorithm Summary

Industrial
Solutions

COSMOS Tendermint

COSMOS consists of a network of independent
blockchains called zones

The first zone in COSMOS network is called
the hub

Hub and zones communicate by inter
blockchain protocol Interzone token transfer

go through the COSMOS hub

Polkadot Nominated Proof of Stake

Defines three types of blockchain classes as
Parachains, Relay chains, and bridges

The token used in Polkadot is called dot
Patachains participate in the Polkadot network
Relay Chain serves as a connector to different
parachains (or individual blockchains) through

a system of bridges
Includes three distinct node types (validators,

collators, and fishermen)

Hashed Time locks Lightening Network Payment Channel
Uses the hashed time lock allowing transaction

to be performed off-chain
Used as a payment channel

3. Atomic Swaps

The major application of Blockchain is in performing monetary transactions in a
decentralized way, without the use of any trusted third party. Several cryptocurrencies
have been developed based on blockchain. Using exchanges to trade different bitcoins has
disadvantages including being susceptible to hacking, exposure to privacy issues, and loss
of funds for parties. In an atomic cross-chain swap, multiple parties exchange assets across
multiple blockchains without using any intermediaries such as exchanges.

Imagine that Alice possesses x bitcoins and wants to trade it for y ethers. Bob has ethers
in excess of y and is willing to trade ethers for bitcoins at the exchange rate. Here, both
Alice and Bob hold their coins in different crypto networks. Alice and Bob can trade
their tokens through a centralized exchange, such as Coinbase [12]. In the atomic swap,
Alice and Bob, having different coins, exchange their coins without a trusted third party or
centralized exchange. Figure 4 shows illustrates this transfer. In ideal conditions, the simple
non-atomic protocol is that Alice sends her coins to Bob and Bob sends his coins to Alice.
However, Bob can deviate from the protocol and choose not to send his coins, thus having
both the amounts of coins. In an atomic swap, the transfer is atomic as it guarantees no
loss of any asset. Atomic cross-chain swaps ensure atomicity, which is described as an all
or nothing property, in which all or none of the transactions are performed. In the bitcoin
forum, Nolan [51] describes atomic transfers between two parties on separate blockchains.
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The atomic swap guarantees the following 3 conditions [52]:

• if all parties conform to the protocol, then all swaps take place,
• if some coalition deviates from the protocol, then no conforming party ends up worse

off, and
• no coalition has an incentive to deviate from the protocol. Atomic swaps can have

applications in fields such as software versioning control, stocks, and commodity
market clearing.

The atomic swap involves an exchange of assets at the limits of the blockchains.
Atomic swap does not involve the destruction and recreation of assets from one blockchain
to another, rather, an exchange of tokens takes place at the boundaries of the blockchain.
Therefore, one requirement of atomic swap is the presence of an opposite party willing to
exchange the tokens [53]. The cross-chain transaction can be considered as a special case
of inter-blockchain communication, which involves information exchange between two
blockchains without any central third party. Cross-blockchain communication facilitates
cross-blockchain smart contract interaction as well as execution and transfer of smart con-
tracts on different blockchains. As the cross-chain transaction is a form of inter-blockchain
communication, the constraints and challenges that apply to inter-blockchain communica-
tion also apply to cross-chain transactions as well as cross-chain smart contract interaction.

In a swap, either party bears the risk of the other party defaulting in the transaction.
Atomic swaps are a form of swap that guarantee the exchange of assets or tokens in their
entirety. Herlihy [52] formalized the atomic-swap protocol between 3 parties in terms of a
directed graph. Atomic swap is formalized as a digraph D = (V, A), where each vertex
in V represents a party and each edge A represents an asset transfer from the edge’s head
to its tail through shared blockchain. In the graphical representation of the atomic swap a
subset of the vertices called leaders generate hashlock secrets and the rest of the vertices
are called followers. The author describes the atomic swap as a cooperative game where
an alliance member follows a common strategy. The outcome of the parties can be one of
the following five states: freeride, discount, deal, no deal and underwater. A deal is the
preferred state, whereas states such as freeride, discount, no deal can be accepted states as
they in some way aid some conforming parties even if the protocol fails. Herlihy defined
the requirements for a swap protocol to be uniform and in a strong Nash-equilibrium
strategy. If a swap protocol is uniform and has a solid Nash equilibrium strategy, it is
considered atomic. If, and only if, D is strongly connected, the author demonstrates that
a uniform swap protocol for D is atomic. The author proposed a 2P protocol for atomic
swap, with different actions/operations for leaders and followers phase wise. An analysis
of the is presented, made using a simple pebble game.

The approaches used in [51,52] provide smart contract execution with hashed time
locks for an atomic transaction. Using the protocol of Nolan [51], the atomic swap problem
between Alice and Bob can be solved with the following steps, where Alice is the initiator
of the transaction.

The contributions of the paper are:

1. Alice generates a secret s and a hashlock h = H(s);
2. Alice uses the h to create a smart contract that locks x bitcoins and publishes it to the

bitcoin network. If Bob produces s such that h = H(s), the contract will allocate x
bitcoins to Bob. The smart contract is also locked with timelock t1, which means Bob
must provide the secret s within time t1 or Alice will receive an x bitcoin refund.

3. Since the contract is published in the bitcoin network, Bob can verify the authenticity
of the contract.

4. Bob learns h from the contract Alice has created. He creates a smart contract and locks
y ethers using h. The contract is locked with time lock t2 with t2 < t1. The contract
will refund Bob if Alice is unable to provide secret s within t2. He then publishes his
smart contract.
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5. Alice checks the validity of Bob’s contract and provides s within time t2 to unlock
Bob’s contract. Alice received y ethers; the secret s is revealed to Bob. Bob provides
the secret s to Alice’s smart contract within time t1 and receives x bitcoins.

The protocol requires the condition t1 > t2 so that Bob has enough time to provide the
secret and receive the amount of coins.

Zakhari et al. [54] established two drawbacks in the protocol.

1. If Bob does not provide the secret by t1 due to crash or network failure, he will not
receive x bitcoins and Alice is refunded with x bitcoins, thus violating the atomic
property.

2. The protocol necessitates the publication of smart contracts in a specific order. The se-
quential publication of smart contracts in atomic swaps with several participants raises
the swap’s latency proportionally to the number of contracts sequentially published.

Zakhari et al. [54] generalized an atomic swap as an atomic cross-chain commitment
protocol. An atomic cross-chain commitment protocol is a trustless variation of a 2 phase
commitment protocol used in distributed transactions. According to an atomic cross-chain
commitment protocol, smart contracts in atomic cross-chain transactions can either all be
redeemed, or all refunded. A redemption commitment scheme and a refund commitment
scheme are two mutually incompatible commitment schemes in the atomic cross-chain com-
mitment protocol. Based on the framework, the authors proposed an atomic-cross-chain
commitment centralized trusted witness and atomic cross-chain commitment permission-
less witness network. The authors used a multi-signature scheme instead of a hash timelock.
Authors in [55] provided implementation-related shortcomings of HTLC and overcome
them by extending the protocol with a multi-signature scheme. Using multisig transac-
tions, the authors aimed to provide greater capabilities for cross-chain communications,
without the provision of any extra trust. The protocol performs an atomic swap between
a blockchain that supports scripting or smart contracts and one that supports multisig
instead of HTLCs.

Cross-chain transactions may have off-chain executions and the transaction–representation
directed graph might not be strongly connected [56]. The authors in the paper put forth
a uniform 3-phase protocol for general cross-chain transactions with sequenced and off-
chain steps in which a few parties confirm. Authors showed that the 3-party exchange
requires that the mediator party has control of the incoming assets as well as outgoing
assets. The proposed method transfers the transaction graph to an equivalent transaction
graph to address the off-chain steps in tractions. The authors proposed a 3-phase protocol
that complies with uniformity requirements and introduced a new property, terms as end-
to-end, for transactions with off-chain steps. The property states that if the source parties
pay, the sink parties are eventually paid. In equivalent transactions, the set of vertices
remain the same and for each party, the net gain for each party must be the same for both
the transactions. The proposed protocol strengthens the uniformity requirement by adding
a third constraint as the protocol must be end-to-end. The authors demonstrated their
Java-based synthesis tool XCHAIN to analyze the input graph and to construct contracts in
the Solidity programming language.

Authors in [57] drafted two distributed commitment protocols and prove their work-
ing both analytically and experimentally. The first protocol, called Synchronous cross-
Blockchain transactions protocol (SBP), strongly enforces ACID properties. The protocol
provides strong consistency, but it has high latency. The strong consistent 2-phase commit
protocol is suitable for financial transactions. The authors also proposed another protocol
called the Redo-Log-Based Blockchain Protocol (RBP). RBP has the characteristic of low
delay but supports a weak form of consistency called eventual consistency. The major
challenge to blockchain interoperability is due to cross blockchain proof problem which
states that it is not possible to verify on one blockchain A whether some particular data are
recorded in another blockchain B [11]. The natural approach in inter blockchain transfer,
also called spend-first, is to first mark the assets to be transferred on the source blockchain
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as spent assets and claim the agreed-upon assets in the destination blockchain. The spend-
first approach cannot eliminate double-spending due to the cross-blockchain proof problem.
Borkowski et al. proposed a cross-blockchain asset-transfer protocol, using claim-first trans-
actions [58]. The approach posts the claim transaction in the destination blockchain and
allows others to create a valid spend transaction for the claim. The party that posts a valid
spend transaction for the published claim transaction is rewarded. Cross-blockchain proof
for the verification of data in one blockchain from another blockchain requires checking
the whole blockchain to the start of the blockchain from the genesis block. A reverse form
of the spend-first transaction, called a claim-first transaction, does not require verifying
the spend transaction. The implementation challenges for the claim first transaction are
managed using proof of Intent for sender authorization, recorded balances for the parties,
the addition of the validity time-frame for double-spending, a time-period identifier for
double destruction, and a proper rewarding mechanism for witnesses.

Liu et al. [59] provided further insight into blockchain interoperability by incorporat-
ing the dimension of programmability. The authors proposed a HyperService platform
that allows interoperability and programmability between non-homogenous blockchain
networks. The platform utilized the concept of cross-chain execution of decentralized
apps or dapps. To ensure the correctness of the cross-chain dapps, the authors proposed a
blockchain neutral Unified State Model (USM) to define cross-chain dapps and a high-level
programming language, HSL, to write the inter-blockchain apps complying with the USM
programming model. A generic blockchain interoperability protocol called the Universal
Inter-blockchain Protocol (UIP) has been proposed, which is capable of securely executing
complex cross-chain operations that involve smart contracts deployed on heterogeneous
blockchains. HyperService has four architectural components, dapp clients interact with
the HyperService; and a Verifiable Execution system (VESes) compiles the high-level dapp
programs sent by dapp clients into runtime executables for the Hyperservice. Both VESes
and dapp clients comply as per UIP. The UIP contains the Network Status Blockchain
(NSB), which provides an objective and unified view of the dapp execution status, and
ISCs arbitrate the correctness or violation of dapp executions in a trustless manner using
NSB inputs.

Borkowski et al., in [60], proposed a cross-blockchain protocol called DeXTT to transfer
a token on any blockchain in which transactions are autonomously synchronized in a decen-
tralized manner. The protocol uses a pan-blockchain token called PBT, which is recognized
and synchronized across wallets in all participating blockchains. The protocol accepts that
eventual consistency for data synchronization as a strong consistency requirement can-
not be achieved due to the cross-blockchain proof problem [11]. Dziembowski et al. [61]
highlighted that the use of smart contracts for digital0asset transfer is costly, as each
transaction requires validation from miners and the miners need to be paid commission.
A zero-knowledge contingent payments (ZKCP) protocol [62] is very cheap compared
to smart-contract execution, since it allows the contract to evaluate a hash function on a
short input. The limitation of the ZKCP protocol is that it places a heavy computational
burden on both parties. The protocol proposed in [61] has two advantages, cost mini-
mization for smart contract execution and avoiding expensive cryptographic tools such
as zero-knowledge proof. The authors note that the proof of misconduct can be short and
that its verification involves fewer cryptographic operations. To discourage the sending
party from cheating and to counter denial of service attacks, the protocol imposes a penalty.
The protocol is efficient and includes low-cost construction for implementing “Claim and
Refund” [63] functionality. Robinson et al. [64] proposed a General Purpose Atomic Cross-
chain Transactions (GPACT) protocol, which facilitates the execution of a call execution
tree that spans contracts on multiple blockchains. The protocol can run on Ethereum
Virtual Machine (EVM) compatible blockchain platforms. For non-Ethereum blockchain
platforms, the protocol requires validators who translate and validate the translated event
data. Blockchain platforms that support smart-contract execution are desirable for cross-
chain transfer mechanisms. However, widely used blockchain platforms such as Bitcoins
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either do not support smart-contract execution or provide very limited support. A solution
for the execution of smart contracts on legacy blockchain systems is proposed in [65].

All the major atomic cross-chain interoperability swap protocols discussed [51,52,54,57]
do not address privacy issue as they rely on on-chain implementation of transactions
through the execution of smart contracts. Andrew Poelstra [66] presented, for the first time,
a scheme called scriptless scripts to provide privacy as well as efficiency and fungibility
to bitcoin. The scriptless script concept was used primarily in Mimblewimble [31] plat-
form which does not use scripting to execute transactions. Using Schnorr signatures, the
scriptless scripts allows smart contracts to be executed off-chain. A scriptless cross-chain
transaction has advantages such as better throughput and efficiency, privacy, and fungi-
bility. G. Malavolta et al. [67] suggested a scriptless solution using ECDSA signatures to
create a safe and privacy-preserving payment channel network. Its use in atomic swaps
was also realized by the authors. Shlomovits et al. in [68] proposed a scriptless protocol
for cross-chain atomic swapping using the gradual release of secrets. Deshpande et al. [69]
formalized the notion of privacy for atomic-swap protocols. The authors proposed a
privacy-preserving cross-chain atomic swap protocol, which, in addition to correctness and
soundness, provides privacy, anonymity, and confidentiality to an atomic swap. The au-
thors utilized the atomic release of secrets for conditional exchange with script-less scripts
using adapter signature [67,70].

Inter-chain exchange requires the verification of transactions in a source chain from
a target chain. This can be achieved using blockchain relays [71]. Relays, in principle,
replicate a source blockchain’s state within a destination blockchain, allowing the destina-
tion blockchain to verify the existence of specific pieces of state on the source blockchain.
The source blockchain is replicated in a completely decentralized manner, which eliminates
the need for trust in a centralized body. An atomic swap protocol, R-SWAP using relays
and adapters for cross-chain swap has been proposed by Lys et al. [72] The authors formal-
ized the blockchain relay and adapters and evaluated the performance of R-SWAP, using
use-cases of permissionless-permissionless and permissioned-permissionless blockchain
systems. The use of a relay increases the operational cost as verification requires both
storage and calculation. The authors in [73] proposed another blockchain relay scheme that
reduced cost by 92%, when evaluated with Ethereum-based blockchain.

The inherent characteristics of blockchain do not allow cross-smart contract calls.
As a result, a smart contract, running on the source chain cannot contact another smart
contract running on the target chain, receive the result from the target chain, and then
return to the source chain to resume execution [53,74]. Nissl [75] pointed out the major
challenge in blockchain interoperability, recognising that a transaction that is processed in a
blockchain cannot be moved from the same blockchain. The author proposed a framework
for executing smart contracts across blockchains. Argument passing, returning values,
increased scalability, and recursive smart contract calls between different blockchains are
also supported by the proposed method. Two smart contracts are needed for a smart
contract interaction: a distribution contract on the source chain and an invocation contract
on the target chain. Intermediaries, who serve as brokers and transfer information between
the source and target chains, and validators, who validate the information forwarded by
intermediaries, are included in the technique. The smart contract interaction scheme uses
six phases, including the register, offer, execution, forwarding, verification, and finalization
phases. To eliminate intermediaries with malicious intent, the approach uses an imposition
of penalties as well as voting mechanisms. Honest validators are nominated using a
delegated Proof of Stake protocol. Fynn et al. [76] conceptualized an inter blockchain
move operation that allows smart contracts to migrate from a source blockchain to a
destination blockchain using the programming model. The two-step process locks the
smart contract in the source blockchain and recreates the smart contract in the target
blockchain. The authors implemented and evaluated the move protocol using Ethereum [3]
and Burrow [77] blockchains. The move protocol requires both of the blockchains to
support 3 criteria: support for smart contracts, same execution environments (e.g., Virtual
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machines), and a way to prove state variables (e.g., Merkel trees). ChainIDE is an IDE
designed specifically for smart contract developers [78]. The authors addressed the need
for developers to be empowered when developing smart contracts for various blockchain
protocols. Inter-smart contract communication between smart contracts running in different
blockchain networks was not considered by the authors.

In [79] the author described blockchain technology as a software system with two
layers, namely, application and implementation. The application layer relates to user inter-
faces whereas the implementation layer deals manages the rest of the elements, including
physical infrastructure, network, protocols, code, etc. To simplify the design of blockchain
applications, the authors in [80–82] added further layers to the blockchain system. Figure 5
shows blockchain layers [82,83]. Layer 2 protocols provide secure, scalable, and cost-
effective off-chain transactions [82]. The Layer Two Atomic Cross-Blockchain Function
Calls (LTACFC) protocol proposed by Robinson et al. [83] offers synchronous, inter-contract,
and atomic cross-blockchain function calls. Unlike the layer one cross-blockchain function
calls, the layer two protocol does not require any modification in blockchain platform
software. The atomic nature of the protocol ensures all or none of the states updates.
Using hosted relay nodes, signed block headers passed from the source blockchain to the
destination blockchain. To handle sections of a cross-blockchain function call, an instance
of cross-blockchain control contracts is used. The protocol requires multiple signed block
headers to be sent to each blockchain wherever required. LTACFC defines five types of
functions such as start, segment, root, signal, and clean that are used in a Cross blockchain
control contract. The performance overhead and security analysis of the protocol is also
performed by the authors.
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Authors in [7] proposed a new architecture for blockchain interoperability. The blockchain
interoperability architecture contains 5 layers, namely, the data layer, network layer, con-
sensus layer, contract layer, and application layer. Five considerations such as atomicity,
efficiency, security, universality, and friendliness to address blockchain interoperability
are discussed. Providing atomicity, efficiency, security, tolerance to diversity, developer
friendliness are the challenges for implementing cross-blockchain interoperability.

The primary purpose of using blockchain is to provide tamper-proof data transfer.
The cross-blockchain protocol developed needs to follow the security aspects of blockchain.
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So, there is a need to develop cross-blockchain technologies that are also aligned with the
security that the blockchain system provides. Pillai et al. [84] proposed an application
layer-based cross-communication model for blockchain systems. The authors proposed a
user-driven, application-level 2-stage model for cross-communication between blockchains,
using transactions. In the information query stage, the recipient can request blocks from
a client and verify the blocks. To make this step reliable, a consensus is required. In the
second stage, also called state changes, the system is updated by data addition using trans-
action, verification, and validation. In the proposed approach, the authors made several
assumptions. In the early form of the model, the authors did not consider any adverse
condition that might arise due to security issues. The design of atomic cross-chain swap
protocols for specific source and target cryptocurrencies is provided in [85,86]. The author
in [85] proposed an atomic-swap protocol to complete transactions between Bitcoin and
Monero using a scriptless approach. Another scriptless atomic swap between Bitcoin and
Monero using adapter signature is proposed by P. Hoenisch et al. [86]. Table 2 shows the
atomic cross-chain protocols and architectural approaches and their major contributions.

Atomic swaps can be used for cryptocurrency trading between parties operating in
different cryptocurrency networks in a decentralized way. Traditional payment systems
such as Visa and Paypal handle 1667 and 193 transactions per second (tps) on average,
respectively [87]. In comparison to traditional payment systems, Bitcoin and Ethereum
can only handle only 7 and 15 tps on average, respectively. Table 3 lists some of the
major cryptocurrencies, average transactions per second achieved and smart contract
execution as well as dapp support. Solana supports 50,000 tps, whereas Ripple supports
1500 tps. A higher value of tps characterize Solana and Ripple as suitable blockchain
platforms for use as cryptocurrencies. Higher tps will also reduce the transaction cost. The
highest number of crypto tokens have been launched based on the Ethereum platform.
The next version of Ethereum, Ethereum 2.0 will be launched in 2022. Ethereum 2.0 will
use a technique known as sharding, to significantly boost transaction speeds, with the
potential to scale to 100,000 transactions per second or more. Atomic swap can be utilized
to scale the payment network alongside a network of instantly confirmed micropayment
channels [50,88]. The atomic swap will allow for a sustainable payment system for greater
financial inclusion, by allowing tokens to be transferred quickly and at a lower cost without
the use of a centralized authority. Besides, crypto-economics may regulate human behavior
using incentive design, in order to tackle a variety of sustainability issues [89,90].

Table 2. Atomic swap protocols and architecture.

Author(s) Year Major Contribution(s)

GPACT protocol which facilitate a call execution tree that spans
contracts on multiple blockchains

P. Robinson et al. [64] 2021 Works with EVM-compatible blockchain platforms
For non-EVM, requires validators

L. Lys et al. [72] 2021

Formalization of blockchain relay and adapter
R-SWAP protocol using blockchain relays and adapters

Protocol evaluation using Permissioned and
Permissionless blockchains

P. Hoenisch et al. [86] 2021
Atomic swap protocol between Bitcoin and Monero

Uses adapter signature

J. Gugger [85] 2020
Atomic swap protocol between Bitcoin and Monero

Can be generalized to other cryptocurrencies
Scriptless approach

P. Robinson et al. [83] 2020
Layer 2 atomic cross-chain function calls protocol

Multiple signed block headers transfer between blockchains
5 types of function calls
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Table 2. Cont.

Author(s) Year Major Contribution(s)

E. Fynn et al. [76] 2020 Smart contract migration (move operation) across blockchains

B. Pillai et al. [84] 2020 An application layer based cross-chain communication model

M. Nissl et al. [75] 2020 Framework for invoking smart contracts across blockchains

N. Shadab et al. [56] 2020
3P three-party exchange protocol

Transforms the exchange into an equivalent transaction graph
and execution

A. Deshpande et al. [69] 2020
Scriptless script-based protocol

Addresses the privacy issues

O. Shlomovits et al. [68] 2020
Scriptless script-based protocol

Gradual release of secrets

V. Zakhary et al. [54] 2019
Generalization of atomic cross-chain commitment protocol

Centralized trusted witness and permissionless witness network
protocol version

M. Borkowski et al. [60] 2019 DeXTT protocol accepting eventual consistency for
data synchronization

J. Zie et al. [55] 2019 Multi-signature based atomic swap protocol

Z. Liu et al. [59] 2019
Platform for blockchain interoperability and programmability

Cross-chain execution of dapps

H. Jin et al. [7] 2018 Five layered blockchain interoperability architecture,
properties, challenges

M. Borkowski [58] 2018 Protocol based of claim first transaction

S. Dziembowski et al. [61] 2018
Efficient and low-cost FairSwap protocol compared to costly smart

contract execution
Proof of misbehavior and imposition of penalty for cheaters

M. Herlihy [52] 2018

Formalization of atomic swap and representation in terms of a
directed graph

Outcome of the atomic swap into any of the 5 states
2P atomic swap protocol and its analysis

T. Nolan [51] 2013 Implementation of Atomic swap protocol using HTLC

Table 3. Cryptocurrencies and transactions per second.

Cryptocurrency
Transactions
per Second

(TPS)

Support for
Smart Contract Support for Dapps

Bitcoin 7 Limited No
Ethereum 15 Yes Yes

Ripple (XRP) 1500 No (to support in future) No
Bitcoin Cash 300 Limited No

EOS 1000+ Yes Yes
Litecoin (LTC) 50 Yes (recently) No

Stellar 1000+ Limited No
Cardano (ADA) 250 Yes Yes

Tron (TRX) 1000+ Yes Yes
Solana 50,000 Yes Yes

Monero (XMR) 1000 No No
Avalanche 4500 Yes Yes
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4. Discussion and Conclusions
4.1. Conclusions

Blockchain is a disruptive technology that has the potential to change the way digital
assets are exchanged between parties. Blockchain interoperability has become a require-
ment for blockchain acceptance, and atomic cryptocurrency exchange between parties
is an immediate consequence of blockchain interoperability. Atomic exchange protocols
for cryptocurrencies, based on diverse blockchain platforms, are difficult to design if not
impossible. Support for programmability, smart contract execution, and dapp-development
aid in the development of atomic cross-chain transaction protocols. The programmability
may induce security concerns as cryptocurrencies such as Monero do not provide any form
of smart-contract support, thus providing more security and privacy. Off-chain atomic
swaps that uses scriptless scripts tend to provide better privacy and performance compared
to on-chain swap. On the other hand, blockchain platform programmability opens the
door for the design of the diversely distributed application as newer platforms such as
Cardano, Solana, and Avalanche, all extend their programmability support. Atomic swap
can facilitate the development of a sustainable payment system for greater financial inclu-
sion by allowing tokens to be transferred quickly and at a lower cost without the use of a
central authority. In addition to this, crypto-economics has the potential to influence human
behavior through incentive design, so as to address several sustainability challenges.

4.2. Theoretical Implication

The future of blockchain technology as well as its applications in terms of cryptocur-
rencies depends on the effectiveness, efficiency, and usability of blockchain interoperability
solutions. Several projects are in motion to cater to interoperability between blockchain
systems. Industrial solutions such as Cosmos, Interledger, and Polkadot require further
stability for wide acceptance. In the future, even if a few such projects become successful
and adopted, it will remain to be seen how such projects can interoperate. Therefore, there
is a greater need for standards and APIs and similar developments for large-scale inter-
operability between blockchain platforms. The cryptocurrency ecosystem is not legally
supported in many countries. Future applications of interchain interoperability depend
on regulatory framework support. Moreover, transactions specifically catering to banking,
financial and reality-like industries require proper legal and governance mechanisms at
the level of individual cryptocurrencies as well as at interoperability mechanisms. The pri-
mary goal of atomic swap protocols is blockchain interoperability, yet the protocols can
have greater application in many other fields involving various transactions. For the
success of cryptocurrency along with interoperability, scalability is an important factor.
Scalability for cryptocurrency transactions also requires that the atomic-swap protocols
have highly scalable operation comparable to online digital transaction systems such as
Visa. Another factor that can dictate their use is the cost of implementation of the atomic
swap. Higher costs of implementation compared to traditional systems can make atomic
swap a non-viable option.

Centralized payment systems including Visa are successful and widely used. Decen-
tralized ledger-using inter-blockchain protocols cannot run parallelly, requiring another
method by which to transfer money. Atomic-swap protocols must have the ability to
operate with the centralized environment. For this interoperability mechanism systems
between centralized and decentralized approaches need to be developed. Moreover, the
centralized exchange has an advantage over decentralized inter-blockchain swapping in
terms of convenience and wide acceptability. So, the development of a hybrid approach
using the best elements of both schemes can be useful for many applications. Figure 6
summarizes the research issues in a cross-chain atomic swap protocol design.
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4.3. Practical Implication

Most blockchain platforms support programming, so they can be used to implement
atomic-swap protocols using smart contracts. As we have discussed, implementing the
swap protocol in layer 2 has advantages in terms of programmability. One striking feature of
distributed-ledger technology is immutability, but this property has affected the privacy of
the atomic swap protocols. Most protocols have not addressed the privacy and anonymity
of a swap. The execution of transactions off-chain preserves the privacy of transactions,
as used in two of the protocols. The atomic swap protocols discussed have a common
limitation, as they require a specific party who wants to exchange the cryptocurrency.
To achieve wide adaptability, it is essential to develop applications that are interoperable
across different blockchain platforms. This requires the development of standards, APIs,
and better development tools, which will make the development of methods for cross-chain
application easy. Cross-chain interoperability also requires better modeling in terms of
layered application architecture. Lastly, there is a need for better cross-chain applications,
catering to financial, banking, transportation, and other potential sectors with a specific
protocol development tailored to the corresponding industry. Atomic-swap protocols
need to be validated with specific source-target cryptocurrency exchanges and should be
customized accordingly. Furthermore, atomic swap protocols for specific source-target
cryptocurrencies can be generalized and validated for other cryptocurrencies. By allowing
tokens to be transferred swiftly and at a cheaper cost, without the use of a centralized
authority, atomic swap will facilitate the development of a sustainable payment system for
greater financial inclusion.

4.4. Limitations and Future Research

We investigated blockchain interoperability approaches and with a specific focus on
interchain transactions. In this study, we reviewed only a few industrial blockchain interop-
erability projects and greater focus was directed to atomic-swap protocols. In this study,
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we did not taken into account any change in the regulatory framework and government
policy regarding blockchain technology and its applications.

We provided important suggestions in relation to the issues identified, as well as a
discussion on the challenges of inter-chain swap. Discussions of shortcomings and future
research directions on interchain atomic swap protocols are listed. Future research requires
the vulnerability testing of existing interchain-swapping protocols. We expect the current
review to provide valuable insight into the research directions of atomic cross-chain swaps,
and that it will be helpful for researchers interested in blockchain interoperability.
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